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Prediction of heavy/extreme rains is still a challenge, even for the most advanced state-of-the-art
high-resolution Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) modelling systems. Hydrological models use the
rainfall forecasts from the NWP models as input. This study evaluates the performance of the UK Met
ODce UniBed Model (UM) in predicting the rainfall exceeding 80th and 90th percentiles. Such high
rainfall amounts occur over the Western Ghats (WGs) and North East (NE) India mainly due to the
forced ascent of air parcels. Apart from the significant upgrades in the UM’s dynamical core, the model
features an increased horizontal grid (40–10 km) and vertical resolution (50–70 levels). The prediction
skill of heavy rainfall events improves with an increased horizontal resolution of the model. The probability of detection (POD), false alarm ratio (FAR), and critical success index (CSI) are the veriBcation
metrics used. As per these metrics, model rainfall forecasts have improved during 2007–2018 (increase in
CSI from 0.29 to 0.38, POD from 0.45 to 0.55, and decrease in FAR from 0.55 to 0.45). Additionally, to
verify extreme and rare events, the symmetric extremal dependence index (SEDI) is also used. SEDI also
shows an increase from 0.47 to 0.62 and 0.16 to 0.41 over WGs and NE India during the study period,
suggesting an improved skill of predicting heavy rains over the mountains. The improved forecast
performance is consistent and relatively higher over WGs than over NE states.
Keywords. UniBed model; orographic rain; uniBed model; categorical veriBcation; extreme rain; rainfall
forecast; NWP.

1. Introduction
Mountain weather often features forced uplift of air
parcels, together with convectively driven rainfall
(Flynn et al. 2017). The spells of heavy rain

frequently induce landslides and Cash Cooding,
leading to tremendous damage to lives and property. In Uttarakhand’s hilly region, the Kedarnath
shrine saw one of the most tragic landslides in June
2013, which led to more than 1000 deaths and left

Supplementary material pertaining to this article is available on the Journal of Earth System Science website (http://www.ias.
ac.in/Journals/Journal˙of˙Earth˙System˙Science).
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61,000 stranded (Dube et al. 2014) for over a week.
An increasing number of landslide incidents over
India in recent decades have contributed 16% of all
rainfall-triggered landslides in the global dataset
(Froude and Petley 2018). To mitigate rainfall-induced disasters through early warning, accurate
predictions of heavy rainfall events with enough
lead time over mountains are crucial.
Accurate forecasting of orographically induced
heavy rainfall is a challenge for numerical
weather prediction (NWP) models. The complexity of the meteorological phenomena and
inadequate observation data coverage over
mountains are reasons for limited understanding
and modelling challenges (Smith et al. 1997;
Mecklenburg et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2001). These
factors lead to the inadequate representation of
the initial conditions required to run the NWP
model (Panziera et al. 2011). Increased horizontal
and vertical resolutions and improved physics
parameterization schemes (Sharma et al. 2017)
often lead to enhanced forecast skill. At the same
time, significant credit to the substantial advances in weather forecasting goes to the sophisticated data assimilation systems which use
satellite data.
The skillful rainfall forecasts potentially could be
used in hydro-meteorological applications, including Cood forecasting and water-related disaster
management/planning.
Heavy rainfall events are a regular feature
during the monsoon season (June to September,
JJAS) over different parts of the Indian subcontinent. Most of these events occur over Western
Ghats (WGs) and North-Eastern (NE) India
(Pattanaik and Rajeevan 2010). The Bay of
Bengal (BoB) Low-Pressure Systems (LPS) and
Monsoon Depressions (ND) contribute extensively to central India’s rainfall (Goswami et al.
2006; Sikka 2006; Ajayamohan et al. 2010;
Krishnamurthy and Ajaymohan 2010). On very
few occasions do these LPS and MDs move
northwards to produce a significant amount of
rainfall over NE India. The WGs and the NE
India are regions characterized by steep orography, and the forced ascent of air parcels lead to
heavy rain in these regions. Rao (1976) and
Parthasarathy et al. (1995) noted that WGs and
NE India are two mountainous regions of India
with the highest annual rainfall. The WGs are
oriented north–south along the western coast of
India. They extend from Gujarat to Kerala with
a narrow zonal width and steep rising western
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face. The highest peak in WGs is about 2.6 km,
named Anamudi, in Kerala. The annual averaged
rainfall over the WG is more than 250 cm
(Francis and Gadgil 2006). The Eastern Himalayan mountain range dominates the NE region.
Geographically, two-thirds of the area is hilly
terrain interspersed with valleys and plains. The
mean summer monsoon rainfall over NE India is
*151.3 cm, much larger than the all-India
average (86.5 cm) (Parthasarathy et al. 1995).
The rainfall and winds of the southwest monsoon
bring about dramatic transformation following
the onset over India. Following the monsoon’s
beginning over mountain chains, the WGs play a
dominant role in modulating the southwest
monsoon, determining the regional climate
(Gunnell 1997). The short and medium-range
prediction of rainfall events within the season is
vital for rain-fed agriculture, water resource
management, severe weather warnings, disaster
preparedness, and mitigation. Evaluation of short
and medium-range rainfall forecasts is critical to
gauge their utility in planning and decision
making. Such evaluations are essential to monitor
the progress and skill and build the stakeholder’s
conBdence. In two recent studies, an assessment
of the operational UniBed Model (UM) rainfall
forecast over India is documented. Sharma et al.
(2017) reported improved skill of UM from the
monsoon season of 2007 to 2015 in predicting
heavy rainfall ([2 and [5 cm/day) over India
(Core Monsoon Zone: 18–28N, 68–88E). In
another study, Sharma et al. (2019) documented
the spatial veriBcation of rainfall using the Contiguous Rain Areas (CRA) method over India’s
different regions. This study presents the evaluation of operational UM rainfall forecasts over
India’s mountainous areas (over WGs and NE
states) during 12 monsoon seasons (2007–2018).
As per India Meteorological Department (IMD)
reports, this period features six above average
(2007–2008, 2010 and 2011–2013) and six below
average (2009 and 2014–2018) monsoon years.
Thus, this study considers the interannual variability and assesses the model performance above
and below monsoon seasons, emphasizing heavy
rainfall. The veriBcation uses quantile-based
rainfall thresholds rather than absolute rainfall
amounts. This approach removes the impact of
any biases and climatological frequencies, as
shown in several studies discussed further in
section 3. Section 2 describes observed and forecast datasets. Section 3 covers the description of
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the veriBcation approach. Section 4 discusses the
results. Finally, section 5 summarizes the results.

2. Datasets used in the present study
2.1 Observed data
The daily rainfall associated with orography,
low-pressure systems, and monsoon depressions
contribute significantly to the total seasonal rainfall.
Orography plays a crucial role; numerical models’
validation requires accurate rainfall information
over land and adjoining seas (Mitra et al. 2013).
The rainfall’s primary data sources are rain gauge,
radar, and satellite estimates (Ebert et al. 2003;
Mitra et al. 2009). Rainfall measurements from rain
gauges remain the most reliable data sources over
land, though the network is often very sparse,
particularly in mountainous areas. Recently, Pai
et al. (2014) reported improved representation of
heavy rainfall events due to an enhanced rain
gauge network over WGs and NE states.
This study uses observed rainfall data over India
during 12 monsoons (JJAS) seasons from
2007–2018. The observed rainfall data is the
IMD-NCMRWF merged rainfall product (0.5 9 0.5
grid). This rainfall analysis is based on the merging
of gauges measurements with satellite-based rainfall estimates (TRMM: Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission-3B42 and GPM: Global Precipitation
Measurement). The satellite rainfall estimates are
based on TRMM during 2007–2015 and GPM from
2016. This merged data set gives a realistic representation of India’s rainfall and is superior to other
available rainfall data sets over the Indian monsoon region (Mitra et al. 2013; Reddy et al. 2019).
The WGs (72–78E, 8–23N) and NE India
(88–100E, 21–30N) are the two domains selected for veriBcation. The geographical distribution
of rain gauges on any typical day is shown in
Bgure 1(a). Similarly, to highlight the regional
terrain, Bgure 1(b and c) shows the zoomed plots
over WGs and NE states. The number of data
points per season (land only) over WGs and NE
states used in the present study are 57950 (no. of
grid points 4759122 days) and 49166 (no. of grid
points 4039122 days), respectively. On any typical
day during the monsoon season, the number of rain
gauge stations over WG and NE India is 796 and
132. The Shepard interpolation technique (1968),
also discussed in Rajeevan et al. (2006), has been
adopted for gridding this rainfall data.
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2.2 UniBed model and forecast dataset
The UK Met ODce UniBed Model is the numerical
modelling system developed for seamless weather
and climate prediction (Davies et al. 2005; Brown
et al. 2012; Wood et al. 2014; Met ODce 2014). In a
‘seamless’ prediction system, the same model with
slightly different conBgurations (e.g., resolution) is
used across a range of temporal and spatial scales,
with model conBgurations traceable to each other
and designed to accurately represent the processes
that have the most inCuence on the timescale of
interest (Martin et al. 2010). The rainfall forecast
from the Met ODce operational medium-range
(1–7 days) global model conBguration is used in
this study. The UniBed Model (UM) is in continuous development, taking advantage of an
improved understanding of atmospheric processes.
The atmospheric component of the UM consists of
non-hydrostatic dynamics with semi-Lagrangian
advection and semi-implicit time step scheme. It is
a grid point model that can be run with a rotating
pole and variable horizontal grid. Parameterized
sub-grid scale processes are (i) convection (Gregory
and Rowntree 1990; Gregory and Allen 1991;
Grant 2001), (ii) boundary layer turbulence
(Brown et al. 2008), (iii) radiation (Edwards and
Slingo 1996), (iv) cloud microphysics (Wilson and
Ballard 1999), and (v) orographic drag (Webster
et al. 2003). Global four-dimensional variation
(4DVAR; Rawlins et al. 2007) data assimilation
technique is used to prepare the initial analysis.
The year-to-year essential changes and upgrades
during 2007–2018 in the model conBguration are
brieCy listed in table 1. The horizontal (grid) resolution of the global NWP conBguration improved
from 40 km in 2007 to 10 km in 2018. Similarly, the
model had 50 vertical levels in 2007 and 70 in 2018.
‘New Dynamics’ was implemented (Davies et al.
2005) in 2002. With a significant upgrade in the
dynamical core, ‘ENDgame’ was implemented in
July 2014 (Wood et al. 2014; Met ODce 2014). The
‘ENDGame’ has an advantage over ‘New Dynamics’ in terms of increased atmospheric variability.
As a result, improved details and intensity of largescale storms in weather forecasts are evident.
Apart from horizontal resolution and dynamical
core, several other fundamental changes were
introduced in ENDGame. Change in the data
assimilation component’s resolution from approximately 60 (N216) to 40 km (N320) is one of them.
Change to model physics includes an increase in
entrainment rate in deep convection and
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Figure 1. (a) Geographical domain over India used for rainfall veriBcation showing terrain elevation (km) and typical
distribution of the rain gauge network on any day during the monsoon season. Boxes (in red) represent the area of study for the
rainfall veriBcation. Figure 1(b and c) are the zoomed regions over WGs and NE-states.

alterations to several other physical parameterization schemes. The complete package is called
Global Atmosphere 6.1 (GA6.1), and more details
are available in Walters et al. (2017).
Rainfall forecasts up to Day-3, produced by the
global operational UM, have been veriBed over two
mountainous regions of WGs and NE India. The
rainfall forecasts are also interpolated at 0.5 9
0.5 grid spacing for direct comparison with
the observed rainfall. The evaluation has been
restricted to the land points to focus the model
performance over orographic regions.

3. VeriBcation approach
Traditional veriBcation methods are based on
rainfall accumulation thresholds. Most operational
NWP centers use this approach to evaluate the
rainfall forecast (Airey and Hulme 1995; Wilson
2000). When we consider a Bxed rainfall threshold
or range, it is observed that the veriBcation scores

drop quite rapidly, particularly at higher thresholds or ranges (Ashrit et al. 2015). In general, the
rainfall distribution over different regions is inhomogeneous due to different precipitation mechanisms. As discussed earlier, it is unrealistic to
choose the same threshold of absolute quantities to
evaluate a model’s skill in India’s different areas.
For instance, a 5 cm/day rainfall threshold over
the core monsoon zone (CMZ) can be considered
heavy rain (Sharma et al. 2017), while the same
amount over the WGs and NE India might not be
an unusual event. Thus, there is a need to express
the veriBcation thresholds based on the climatology of the region. Neal (2008) and Zhu et al. (2015)
have used rainfall veriBcation based on percentiles
rather than the accumulation thresholds. The
purpose of choosing the percentiles over accumulation thresholds is to remove the impact of any
biases and climatological frequencies for that
region (Zhu et al. 2002; Neal 2008; Buizza et al.
2003). In the present study, daily rainfall forecasts
have been veriBed using the standard categorical

UM6.4 (Feb), UM6.5 (July)

UM7.0 (Mar), UM7.1 (Aug)

UM7.3 (Mar), UM7.4 (Aug)

UM7.6 (Apr), UM7.1 (Aug)

UM7.9 (Apr), UM8.0 (Aug)

UM8.2 (Apr, PS29), UM8.2 (Sept, PS30)

UM8.2 (Jan, PS31), UM8.2 (Apr, PS32)

UM8.4 (Feb, PS33)

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

UM 8.5 (Feb, PS35) UM 10.1 (Aug, PS36)

UM 10.2 (Mar, PS37) UM10.4 (Nov, PS38)

UM10.6 (July, PS39)

UM10.8 (Feb, PS40) UM10.9 (Sep, PS41)

2015

2016

2017

2018

UM8.5 (July, PS34)

UM versions

Year

ConBgurations

N768L70 (*17 km in mid-latitude), 7.5 min time step,
Hybrid 4D-VAR data assimilation, GA6.1, GL6.1
N768L70 (*17 km in mid-latitude), 7.5 min time step,
GA6.1, GL6.1
N1280L70 (*10 km in mid-latitude), 4 min time step,
Hybrid 4D-VAR data assimilation, GA6.1, GL6.1
N1280L70 (*10 km in mid-latitude), 4 min time step,
Hybrid 4D-VAR data assimilation, GA6.1, GL6.1

N320L50 (*40 km in mid-latitude), 12 min time step,
4D-VAR data assimilation
N320L50 (*40 km in mid-latitude), 12 min time step,
4D-VAR data assimilation, perturbed forecast physics
convection, soil moisture nudging and increase vertical
range of GPSRO data assimilation
N320L70 (*40 km in mid-latitude), 12 min time step,
4D-VAR data assimilation
N512L70 (*25 km in mid-latitude), 10 min time step,
4D-VAR data assimilation
N512L70 (*25 km in mid-latitude), 10 min time step,
Hybrid 4D-VAR data assimilation, GA3.1, GL3.1
N512L70 (*25 km in mid-latitude), 10 min time step,
Hybrid 4D-VAR data assimilation, GA3.1, GL3.1
N512L70 (*25 km in mid-latitude), 10 min time step,
Hybrid data assimilation, GA3.1, GL3.1
N512L70 (*25 km in mid-latitude), 10 min time step,
Hybrid 4D-VAR data assimilation,GA3.1, GL3.1
N768L70 (*17 km in mid-latitude), 7.5 min time step,
Hybrid 4D-VAR data assimilation, GA6.1, GL6.1

Resolution and data assimilation system

Table 1. Some of the important UniBed Model (UM) changes in recent years.

Even Newer Dynamics for general
atmospheric modelling of the
environment (ENDGame)

New Dynamics (ND)

Dynamical core
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Figure 2. Observed 80 and 90th percentiles (a and c) and 80th and 90th percentiles of Day-1 rainfall forecast (b and d) during
JJAS 2007–2018 (cm).

veriBcation metrics for rainfall thresholds determined by percentiles. The categorical approach is
based on the 292 contingency table (table S1)
evaluating for different thresholds.
The rainfall events exceeding two thresholds, the
80th (hereafter CAT-1) and 90th percentiles
(hereafter CAT-2), are identiBed to verify the
forecast produced by the UM. For veriBcation
based on percentiles, the fraction of events classiBed as ‘yes’ is identical for different locations or
times of the year (Hamill and Juras 2006), independent of the magnitude of climatological means
and variances.
To evaluate the NWP forecast system’s skill,
veriBcation metrics focus on the correspondence
between the observation and forecast (Murphy
1993). The 24-hr rainfall exceeding 80th and 90th
percentile threshold events are of interest in the
present study. The percentiles are computed over
the entire period (2007–2018). Figure 2(a and b)
shows 80th and 90th percentiles rainfall in the
observations. Similarly, the bottom panels,
Bgure 2(c and d) shows 80th and 90th percentiles
rainfall in the forecasts. These are the reference
thresholds for the evaluation. A hit is considered
when predicting an event that matches the observation on a grid point, while an event on a grid
point is predicted but not observed, which we

denote as a false alarm (b). A miss (c) occurs when
an event is not predicted, but is observed. Finally,
correct rejection (d) is when an event does not
happen, and the model does not indicate it. These
four variables are the components of the 292 contingency table and are displayed in Supplementary
table (table S1). The veriBcation metrics used are:
(i) Probability of Detection (POD), (ii) False
Alarm Ratio (FAR) (iii) Critical Success Index
(CSI), and (iv) Symmetric Extremal Dependence
Index (SEDI) (Ferro and Stephenson 2011). POD
is deBned as the ratio of the number of correct
forecasts (a) to the number of observed events
(a+c), while FAR is the ratio of the number of false
alarms (b) to the number of forecasts made (a+b).
CSI measures the fraction of observed events that
were correctly predicted. All three scores range
from 0 to 1, with 1 being a perfect score in the case
of POD and CSI and 0 for perfect FAR. Ferro and
Stepheson (2011) proposed a new set of veriBcation
metrics named the Extremal Dependence Index
(EDI) and Symmetric EDI (SEDI). These scores
range from –1 to 1, with 0 measuring no skill and 1
measuring the perfect score. The main advantages
of these veriBcation metrics are their independence
of the base rate and the fact that they do not
converge to trivial values (like POD and FAR)
even at high rainfall events (rare events). The
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Figure 3. Observed (left panel), Day-3 forecast mean rainfall (middle panel) and mean error (right panel) in cm day
during JJAS 2013, 2015 and 2018.

detailed formulae of these metrics are given in
Supplementary table (table S2), and a detailed
description can be found in Wilks (2011) and
JolliAe and Stephenson (2012). These veriBcation
metrics have been computed for 12 monsoon seasons for rainfall exceeding 80th (CAT-1) and 90th
percentiles (CAT-2) over WGs and NE states.
4. Results and discussion
4.1 Evaluation of forecast rain during recent
years
The mean seasonal rainfall obtained from IMDNCMRWF merged rainfall analysis and Day-3
forecast of the UM along with Mean Error (ME)
over the Indian region for 2013, 2015, and 2018 is
shown in Bgure 3. It is deBned as the mean difference between forecast and observation. The boxes
represent the area of study used for categorical
veriBcation. The monsoon seasons of 2013, 2015,

1

over India

and 2018 (Bgure 3) highlight the improvement in
mean rainfall forecast due to increasing the horizontal resolution and major model upgrades discussed in section 2.2 (Bgures S1–S3 for the rest of
the years). During JJAS of 2013 and 2015, the
UM’s horizontal resolution was N512 (*25 km)
and N768 (*17 km), respectively, while the
dynamical core was upgraded from New Dynamics
to ENDgame. Further, the model underwent an
increased horizontal resolution of N1280 (*10 km)
during JJAS 2018. Although we have evaluated the
rainfall forecast for earlier seasons during
2007–2012, there is no significant change over WGs
and NE states in capturing the monsoon rainfall.
As discussed, forecasting rainfall in the tropics
and Indian region, especially over the mountainous
areas of WGs and NE states, is always challenging.
However, the NWP models can capture the largescale features like high rainfall amounts over WGs,
parts of central and eastern India. The UM model
successfully predicts the large-scale orographic
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precipitation and upscale eAects of smaller-scale
processes over WGs. In contrast, for rainfall over
the NE states, the model consistently overestimates during JJAS 2013, 2015, and 2018. This
overestimation is quantiBed in ME, showing a wet
bias in the NE states (extreme right panel Bgure 3c,
f, i) (also Bgures S1–S3).
The model shows a sizeable wet bias in rainfall
over the Indo-Gangetic region adjoining the
Himalayas during JJAS 2013, which is improved
after 2013 as seen during the monsoon seasons of
2015 and 2018. One of the possible reasons for the
improvement in the rainfall forecast over the IndoGangetic plains is the reduction in the UM bias for
too strong easterlies at 850 hPa (Iyengar et al.
2011, please see Bgure S4).
4.2 Evaluation of peak rainfall forecast
during recent years
During JJAS 2013, 2015, and 2018 at each grid
point, the highest rainfall over WGs and NE states
is shown in Bgures 4 and 5, respectively. The top
panels of Bgures 4 and 5 show the observed highest
daily rainfall during respective seasons, while the
bottom panel shows the Day-3 highest rain predicted by UM. During JJAS 2013, UM in Day-3
forecast (Bgure 4d) fails to achieve the observed
highest rainfall of the season (Bgure 4a) over the
WGs. Prediction of highest rain has substantially
improved in the 2015 and 2018 monsoon seasons, as
evident in Bgure 4(b, e) and (c, f). The improvement in mean rainfall (section 4.1) and the highest
rainfall is likely to be linked to the improved horizontal resolution in the model and data assimilation system and the upgrade of the dynamical core
from ND to ENDgame. The revised physics package, including the increase in entrainment rate
in deep convection and improvements to several
other physical parameterization schemes, led to
improved UM rainfall forecast (Sharma et al. 2017;
Walters et al. 2017). The quantiBcation of progress
from the individual component like increased horizontal resolution, upgrades in the data assimilation system, and model physics is beyond the
present study’s scope.
4.3 Number of counts of rainfall exceeding 80th
and 90th percentiles
As discussed before, the 80th and 90th percentile
thresholds correspond to the entire period 2007 to

Figure 4. Observed (upper panel) and UM Day-3 highest
rainfall forecast (lower panel) at each grid point during JJAS
2013, 2015 and 2018 over WGs.

2018. We calculate the grid point counts exceeding
these thresholds for each monsoon season, as shown
in Bgure 6(a and b). For NE, there are 4759122
grids, and 4039122 grid point counts over WGs. It
is evident in Bgure 6(a) that the number of grid
point counts of rainfall exceeding 80th percentiles
(CAT-1) is varying from 2000 to 4000 over WG.
Similarly, over NE states, this count goes from
1800 to 2500. Likewise, for the 90th percentile
threshold (CAT-2), the counts vary from 1100 to
2100 over WGs and 500 to 1500 over NE states.
These counts form suitable sample sizes for evaluation of the rainfall exceeding 80th and 90th
percentiles.
4.4 Rainfall forecast veriBcation over WGs
and NE states using traditional veriBcation
metrics
Figure 7 displays the seasonal veriBcation scores of
four metrics (POD, FAR, and CSI) computed
based on the 292 contingency table (table S1) for
two rainfall thresholds of CAT-1 and CAT-2 over
WGs and NE states, respectively. Day-1, Day-2,
and Day-3 forecast are evaluated. Figure 7 shows
the prediction of orographic rainfall during the
monsoon seasons, which improved from 2007 to
2018. However, the CSI values decrease with an
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Figure 5. Observed (upper panel) and UM Day-3 highest rainfall forecast (lower panel) at each grid point during JJAS 2013,
2015 and 2018 over NE states.

Figure 6. Observed rainfall counts over the WGs and NE states during JJAS 2007–2018.

increasing threshold (Bgure 7g–i). For both CAT-1
and CAT-2, CSI has a higher magnitude over WGs
compared to NE India.
A consistent increase (decrease) in POD (FAR)
for both the rainfall thresholds of CAT-1 and CAT2 at all lead times indicates the improvement in
UM’s performance in predicting heavy (CAT-1)
and very heavy rainfall (CAT-2) events over both
the regions aAected by orographic rainfall
(Bgure 7a–c). Thus, the hit rate has increased

during these monsoon years for both the rainfall
thresholds of CAT-1 and CAT-2. Also, the reduction in FAR indicates the improvement in POD is
also due to a more accurate forecast rather than a
‘spurious’ increase in the number of extreme predictions being made. Thus, the improvement in
skill of rainfall forecast during the twelve monsoon
seasons is genuine and not an artifact of more
extreme rainfall forecasts or the choice of veriBcation metrics.
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Figure 7. Probability of detection (POD) (a–c), False alarm Ratio (FAR) (d-f) and Critical success index (CSI) (g–i) computed
for Day-1, Day-2 and Day-3 forecasts for CAT1 and CAT2 rainfall thresholds during JJAS 2007–2018 over WGs and NE states.

Figure 8. Symmetric Extremal Dependence Index (SEDI; (a–c)) computed for Day-1, Day-2 and Day-3 forecasts for CAT1 and
CAT2 rainfall thresholds during JJAS 2007–2018 over WGs and NE states.

4.5 Improvement in rainfall forecast: Extreme
scores
Although the traditional veriBcation scores such as
CSI discussed in previous sections depict an
improvement in the UM global operational NWP
forecasting system during recent years, it tends to
zero for rare events due to its low frequency of
occurrence. Consequently, the assessment of the
skill of forecasting such heavy rainfall events is

problematic because of the rarity of such events.
The veriBcation using these categorical scores (e.g.,
CSI, ETS, and POD) creates a misleading
impression that rare events cannot be skillfully
forecast irrespective of the forecasting system
(Stephenson et al. 2008). SEDI for two thresholds
of CAT-1 and CAT-2 during the 12 monsoon seasons are displayed in Bgure 8(a–c) over WGs and
NE states at all lead times. Thus, it can be concluded that the model’s skill in predicting heavy
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rainfall (CAT-1) and very heavy rainfall events
(CAT-2) has improved, which is consistent at all
forecast lead times. Additionally, the magnitude of
SEDI is higher than traditional veriBcation metrics
(CSI) used in the previous section. Some of the
recent improvements in the UM rainfall forecast
over the mountains can be attributed to increased
horizontal resolution and improved physics
schemes and data assimilation. This improved skill
is due to the upgrades in the data assimilation
system, which had a full implementation of perturbed forecast physics convection, soil moisture
nudging, and increase the vertical range of GPSRO
data assimilation.
5. Summary and conclusions
During the monsoon season, heavy rainfall events
over the orographic regions of WGs and NE states
of India pose a significant challenge to accurate
prediction using NWP models. The models often
fail to accurately resolve the orographic features
and related meteorological processes due to medium and coarser horizontal grid resolution. While
increased grid resolution improves heavy rainfall
prediction, it often leads to forecasting excessive
and unrealistic rainfall associated with the mountains. The paper documents the skill of Met ODce’s
operational UniBed Model (UM) rainfall forecasts
over India during twelve monsoons from 2007 to
2018. The changes/upgrades in the operational UM
during this period include: (i) improvements in the
representation of physical processes, (ii) improved
dynamics, and (iii) increased grid resolution from
about 50 km in 2007 to 10 km in 2018. It is crucial
to identify and quantify these changes in predicting
the heavy rains over hilly regions responsible for
Cash Coods and landslides.
Evaluation results show that UM forecasts successfully capture all the large-scale mean monsoon
rainfall features like rainfall over monsoon trough
region, high rainfall amounts over WGs, and parts
of east and central India. The typical high rainfall
amounts along the WGs and reducing rainfall
amounts eastwards over the Indian peninsula is
realistic. Similarly, high rainfall amounts over the
northeastern states with progressively reduced
amounts westwards are also accurate. The evaluation suggests some of the following significant
improvements during 2007–2018.
• The highest observed rainfall amounts over WGs
([10 cm/day) are completely missed in the

forecasts during JJAS 2013. The increased resolution and upgradation to ENDGAME dynamical core in 2014 produce improvements in
individual synoptic features such as troughs
and tropical cyclones, which are heavy rainfall
systems. The peak rainfall amounts ([10
cm/day) are better predicted along the west
coast of India during JJAS 2015 and 2018 (Met
ODce 2014).
The veriBcation carried out with a focus on
heavy (CAT-1;[80th percentile) and very heavy
rainfall (CAT-2; [ 90th percentile) forecasts
adopts a method that takes into account the
spatial variations in climatological characteristics. The main conclusions are:
• Rainfall forecast for CAT-1 has been improved
by 0.18–0.34 (0.14–0.23), 0.3–0.5 (0.25–0.37) and
0.7–0.5 (0.75–0.62) in the case of CSI, POD and
FAR, respectively, from 2007 to 2018 over WGs
(NE states) in Day-3 forecast. Also, CSI, POD
and FAR indicate an improvement from 0.1 to
0.24 (0.08–0.15), 0.18–0.38 (0.15–0.26) and
0.81–0.61 (0.84–0.73) for CAT-2 over WGs
(NE states). Improved skill over the WGs is
higher compared to that in NE states.
• An increase in SEDI from 0.21 to 0.55
(0.10–0.33) in the Day-3 forecast has been noted
over WGs (NE-states) in SEDI for CAT-1. The
improvement in SEDI is quite impressive and is
0.19–0.51 (0.12–0.32) over WGs (NE states) for
CAT-2.
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